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Leading Your Practice to 2020 Vision...is our theme

for our Annual Winter Conference. We are excited to

have The RitzCarlton Leadership Center with us on

Wednesday, March 4th to lead us in two sessions:

Creating an Exceptional Patient Experience and

Memorable Customer Service.

We will again be offering a WEDNESDAY ONLY

REGISTRATION so individuals from your office may

attend the session with The Ritz Carlton Leadership

Center.  For over two decades, The RitzCarlton

Leadership Center has leveraged the systems and

processes of the RitzCarlton brand to deliver award

winning services that have allowed thousands of

clients to improve customer and employee engage

ment, innovate their culture, and differentiate them

selves.

The WEDNESDAY ONLY REGISTRATION must

accompany a full price registration from someone in

your practice.  Cost includes Wednesday afternoon

sessions beginning at 1:00pm by The Ritz Carlton

Leadership Center as well as the afternoon break.

Seats are limited to the first 75 to sign up. Look for the

complete registration packet in early January.

You can make your hotel reservations by going to our

website at www.almgma.com and clicking the link that

will take you to the Hyatt Regency website.  We will

again have our Wednesday night event at Top Golf.

This was a hugely popular event last year and we are

excited to be going back again this year.  We look for

ward to seeing you at the conference!
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Message from our President,  Jerry Golden

I love the Holiday season!  Spending

meaningful time with family and

friends.  Not to mention all the great

food.  What a blessing it is live, wor

ship, and work in this great country of

ours.  Of course we all have plenty to

do this time of year with our medical

practices and that is why I am always

thankful for our Alabama MGMA

organization as well as our local

MGMA Chapters.  

Each of us can be thankful that

Alabama MGMA is one of the

strongest state chapters in the coun

try.  This, of course, is direct result of

your support as active or affiliate

members.  I would also like to recog

nize Garrett Doss again for his out

standing leadership this past year.

Garrett was instrumental in shaping

the new State and National MGMA

agreements.  As the other board

members roll into their new positions it

will remain our goal to make sure the

educational tools and networking

opportunities are always available to

you as members.  

Amy Fisher and her program commit

tee are planning an amazing Winter

Conference.  Amy and her team have

secured the services of the Ritz

Carlton training group.  I am so excit

ed about this conference.  This is

good stuff and all of us should plan to

bring as many of our key staff to this

meeting.  Trust me you are going to

wish you did.  So mark your calendars

now for the next two state confer

ences.  We will have our Winter

Conference at the Hyatt Regency

(The Wynfrey Hotel) from March 46,

2020.  Our Summer Conference will

Jerry Golden

be held from July 20 22, 2020 at the

beautiful Hilton Sandestin Beach &

Golf Resort.  You will not want to miss

either of these conferences.  

I look forward to hearing from each of

you as members.  Please let me know

if you need anything or know of ways

we can better meet your needs.  See

you in March!

Sincerely,

Jerry

Jerry Golden

Alabama MGMA President 



Working continuously to balance the

SCALES OF JUSTICE.
We’re taking the mal out of malpractice insurance. 
As a relentless champion for the practice of good medicine,  
we continually track, review, and influence federal and state bills 
on your behalf. All for one reason: when you can tip the scales 
in favor of the practice of good medicine, you get malpractice 
insurance without the mal. Find out more at thedoctors.com
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7 Benefits of Two-Way Text Messaging with Patients

The primary communication method for a physician

practice has typically been the phone call. Every day,

staff and physicians pick up the phone and call

patients. The calls could be about insurance verifica

tion, appointment reminders, test and lab results, pay

ment reminders or anything else relevant to running a

successful practice.

But over the last few years, a fundamental change

has occurred that has impacted the effectiveness of

phone calls as a reliable communication channel for

practices: Many adults now prefer to send/receive a

text instead of making/receiving a phone call, reports

The Chicago Tribune.

A survey by TrueCaller found that 64 percent of adults

choose to not answer a call from a number they don’t

recognize. Furthermore, leaving a voicemail is no

longer an assured way to reach someone quickly, if at

all. More than 30 percent of voicemails linger unheard

for three days or more, and more than 20 percent of

Americans do not check their voicemail at all, reports

The New York Times.

Consider the impact of these trends for a practice that

still relies on phone calls as its primary patient com

munication method. Long gone are the days when

phone calls and voicemails were a convenient, fast,

efficient and reliable form of communication.

When it comes to texting in America, the following

research and statistics speak volumes:

 95 percent of text messages are read within 3 min

utes of being sent (Forbes)

 98 percent of text messages are read (Dynmark)

 91 percent of U.S. adults 65 and older own a cell

phone, with 53 percent owning a smartphone (Pew

Research Center)

 90 seconds is the average response time for a text.

(CTIA)

By embracing twoway texting as a communication

channel for patient engagement, practices can

achieve significant improvements throughout their

operations.

ADVERTISING

Here are seven ways that practices can benefit imme

diately from twoway texting.

1. Generate inbound calls. Not every outbound

phone call staffers make is answered for the reasons

mentioned above, but almost every inbound call to a

practice during hours of operation is answered.

Texting is a great way to inform patients that they

need to call the practice. The text can even put the

practice’s phone number at their fingertips.

For example, you can send a text to patients letting

them know that their insurance has been verified and

that they may have a copay, then ask them to call the

practice to learn more. For staff members tasked with

outbound insurance verification calls to patients, this

usage case is a fundamental gamechanger to their

workflow because it frees up time typically spent leav

ing voicemails and playing phone tag.

2. Provide education and support. Twoway texting

is an easy way to put relevant information in patients'

hands before or after appointments. Many patients

will lose or discard printed information given or mailed

to them, but they will likely read and engage with a

text.

Sending a text with a link to additional information

available online is a great way to steer patients to rel

evant resources. Remember, more than 97 percent of

mobile phones have access to the internet. If you

want patients to look at an online video, read appoint

mentrelated instructions or go to a portal to view lab

results or discharge instructions, just include the link

in the text.



7 Benefits of Two-Way Text Messaging with Patients, continued
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3. Increase compliance and adherence. Twoway

texting also is a great way to ask patients if they are

complying with medication and/or care protocols.

Consider sending the following reminder tasks:

“Have you weighed yourself today?”

“Are you taking your medication as instructed?”

“Have you completed your knee exercise for 15 min

utes today?”

“Have you scheduled your followup appointment with

us?”

If patients reply via text that they are not in compli

ance with your instructions, staff can reach out and

reengage the patient.

4. Improve online reputation management. Two

way texting is a very effective way to gauge patient

satisfaction following an appointment and steer satis

fied patients to leave positive reviews about your

practice online.

Furthermore, by asking a patient to text back to share

their level of satisfaction with an appointment experi

ence, the practice can receive immediate feedback

from the patient and can intervene quickly if an expe

rience was unsatisfactory.

5. Increase topline revenue. Using texting for

appointmentrelated messages reduces cancellations

and noshows. Not only can you more effectively

identify which patients plan to keep their appointment,

but staff also can identify patients who need to cancel

or reschedule. That gives staff a chance to fill that

appointment slot with other patients.

For practices that provide annual visits, texting is a

great way to recall patients or remind them about

additional services available, such as annual well

ness visits.

6. Improve paymentrelated communication.

Before mailing out letters to patients regarding over

due payments, you can send a wellworded and polite

text reminding them that payment is due. Include a

link to an online bill pay website, if you offer such a

payment mechanism. This approach to securing pay

ment is familiar to most people, since many other

industries already use texting for payment prompts,

including most major credit cards and many banks.

7. Provide updates concerning local weather

related and other schedule changes. Texting is a

fast and efficient way to update patients about rele

vant changes to their appointment due to a local

weather event, such as a winter storm or hurricane, or

other issues, such as power outage or physician ill

ness. Sending a text to a group of patients letting

them know their appointment needs to be delayed or

cancelled and asking them to call the practice to

reschedule is much easier than picking up the phone

and calling every patient on the schedule for that day

or multiple days. Otherwise, staff will be leaving a lot

of voicemails, and the practice better hope patients

listen to the voicemails. For those who don't, they will

likely show up at your door, only to be frustrated to

learn then that their appointment was canceled.

Texts can notify, educate, support and steer a patient

to richer patient experiences. Importantly, texts from

patients can prompt the staff to reengage with the

patient as needed.

Best of all, texting requires no behavior change from

patients. All they need is a mobile phone number and

the ability to read a text. Text messaging also can

help physicians cross language barriers: If a patient

prefers to receive communications in a different lan

guage, texts can usually be sent in that language.

Finally, since more than nine out of 10 of all adults

own a cell phone (Pew Research Center), texting is

an effective communication option for most patients.

Every employee currently tasked with making phone

calls to patients can also benefit from twoway texting.

Texts can eliminate many outgoing phone calls, gen

erate inbound calls and increase touch frequency with

patients. Twoway texting is a channel that should be

considered as a key part of any physician practice’s

communication strategy.

 Brandon Daniell 

Daniell is president and cofounder of Dialog Health. He

has more than 18 years of business and program develop

ment experience in healthcare, having worked with leading

employers, physicians, payors and hospital systems. With

three private practice physicians in his family, Brandon

understands the challenges many practices face concern

ing patient engagement. 
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For a no-obligation Total Practice  
Protection quote, contact ProAssurance  
Agency at PRAAgency@ProAssurance.com  
or 844.331.6298.

▸ Business Owners Policy (BOP)
▸ Cyber Liability
▸ Employment Practices Liability (EPLI)
▸ Regulatory Risk Protection
▸ Workers’ Compensation (WC) 

ProAssurance.com/Agency

Professionals have trusted  
ProAssurance for their medical  
professional liability insurance  
needs for over four decades.

You can get the same superior  
service and quality for your other  
insurance needs through the  
ProAssurance Agency.

2020 Summer Conference
July 20 - 22, 2020

Hilton Sandestin Beach & Golf Resort - Destin, FL

You can make your reservations by going to the Alabama MGMA website  www.almgma.com

and going to the Conference tab and then the Summer 2020 Conference and clicking the link.



Healthcare Professional Liability Insurance  
& Risk Resource Services

800.282.6242  •  ProAssurance.com              When you are treated fairly you are confident in your coverage.

healthy vitals
ProAssurance has been monitoring risk and protecting healthcare 

industry professionals for more than 40 years, with key specialists  
on duty to diagnose complex risk exposures.

Work with a team that understands the importance of delivering  
flexible healthcare professional liability solutions.



First Impressions Matter Greatly for Physician Practices

In the last few years, healthcare providers have come

to realize the effect of consumerism on their prac

tices. Consumers increasingly view healthcare as a

commodity to be shopped for and compared. Social

media has allowed patients to share experiences—

good and bad. Online reviews are visible on many

websites. It is now more likely for consumers to seek

reviews or ask friends before selecting a practice or

physician. Even a physician referral may be only a

suggestion–not an assurance the patient will be pres

ent for care.

Many physicians fail to realize the first impression is

the initial phone call, not the initial visit. Seventyfive

percent of patients who abandon calls do not call

back. It is important to measure the abandonment

rate in multiple departments of your practice. A prac

tice should have no more than five options on an

automated attendant. The first option is usually a

prompt for making an appointment. These calls

should be answered promptly and never go to voice

mail. A queue can be utilized to line calls into a hold

ing pattern, allowing staff to manage a larger volume

of calls and give undivided attention to the caller. The

goal of the patient is to finalize the call; a voicemail

does not allow the patient to finalize the call by obtain

ing an appointment or other service. The front office

staff should focus on patients who are arriving to see

a provider; they should not answer calls for appoint

ments or other highvolume tasks. The timeline to an

appointment is very important for capturing a new

patient. If patients have to wait more than two to four

weeks for an appointment, they will seek service else

where, depending on the specialty. I worked with a

practice recently in which the physician had no idea

there was a sixmonth wait for a new patient appoint

ment and a twomonth wait for a followup appoint

ment. Providers should track noshows in correlation

to wait time to appointment.

Sometimes, a first impression is based on the effec

tiveness of the practice’s website. A good website is

easy to navigate, and it showcases important infor

mation related to making an appointment and infor

mation related to the physicians and other providers.

Phone calls can be controlled by offering requests for

appointments via the website or patient portal.

Patients prefer to communicate through various

methods; most pediatric practices use a portal to

communicate with parents of established patients.

The parents can speak directly to a nurse and obtain

an answer quickly.

Another important first impression is the preparation

for a visit. Most patients prefer to register online via a

link from an automated appointment confirmation.

Online registration allows patients to use their own

devices to complete needed information. The staff

receives the information before the appointment,

allowing for quick verification of coverage, and it

reduces the time in the waiting room upon arrival. It

also prepares the front office staff with accurate infor

mation related to the copay and other benefit consid

erations.

Managers and staff often enter the practice through a

side or back door and never see the practice from the

perspective of the patient. I visited a practice a few

years ago that had soiled carpet, and the receptionist

was seated behind a frosted glass window, not allow

ing her to see presenting patients. In addition, a sign

was posted on the glass stating “Don’t tap on the

glass. Have a seat until called.” It was evident they

did not care about first impressions. Assure a manag

er or supervisor is entering through the front door

daily to see the reception area through the eyes of a

patient. The call volumes and wait time to obtain an

appointment should be closely monitored to assure a

good balance between scheduling and availability.

Patient surveys are instrumental in measuring patient

satisfaction. The practice culture is essential to

engaged, welltrained employees who care about

high patient satisfaction.

You only have 12 seconds to make a good first

impression! Review all the steps a patient must take

to make it to the exam room. If it is not a pleasant

experience, make the necessary changes and contin

ue to monitor the steps and the staff performing each

step. Compare yourself to your fiercest competitor.

Are you staying abreast of changes in technology and

healthcare?

 Tammie Lunceford, CMPE, CPC

Warren Averett

www.warrenaverett.com
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Numbers are data. What any manager needs is

information. In many clinical situations, the numbers

are information. In business situations, most num

bers are data – the value a practice manager brings

to the business is applying his or her knowledge,

experience and judgment to turn data into informa

tion, information that is the basis for decision mak

ing.

For the smaller of small businesses, which would

encompass most physician practices, cash is king.

On a weekly basis, know what your cash position is

– the cash available for use by the practice. You

should be budgeting cash each week for payables

and payroll. Payroll is pretty fixed, so you have to

pay the bills that are starting to get closer to the due

date. While you don’t have to pay bills the moment

they come in, you do need to be setting aside cash

and paying every 12 weeks to stay current.

On a regular basis – usually monthly, but for solo

practices on a quarterly basis – look at actual rev

enue and expenses compared to the prior year

Managing by the Numbers

(notice I don’t make mention of comparing these to

your budget; in my opinion most budgets are worth

less in a medical practice). Items that are in excess

when compared to the prior year are neither a cue to

be upset nor a cue to stop spending. You have to

ask constant questions – why is an item higher this

year than last year? Why are revenues lower or

stagnant this year versus last year? Many times,

there are seasonal variations in both revenues and

costs. Also, sometimes you might order a quantity of

supplies in order to gain discounts.

You also want to look at productivity, such as: the

number of patient visits (office versus hospital), how

many diagnostic tests or other inhouse services

were provided, and the percentage of available time

that is being booked for patient services. You should

also look at payer mix revenue distribution, physi

cian work RVUs, collection percentages broken

down by individual payer class, and a variety of dif

ferent accounts receivable agings.

When looking at perpatient numbers it is helpful to

9

BRIDGING RESEARCH AND CLINICAL PRACTICE

Learn team-based approaches to help make 
a difference in the changing landscape 
of health care. This 30-credit-hour online 
program is ideal for administrators, clinical 
researchers, physicians, behavioral scientists 
and other health care professionals. 

Contact us today!

Earn Your Master’s in 
Population Health Sciences

100% Online

BamaByDistance.ua.edu/mgma Bama By Distance
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Managing by the Numbers, continued

look at pernewpatient numbers as well as per

encounter/claim. This distinction provides valuable

information about the breakdown of a practice by

diagnostic or referral segments. For example, in a

clinic such as a physical therapy practice whereby a

clinician may see the same patient 12 times per inci

dent, it helps to know the revenue/expense/profit on

a pernewpatient basis in order to determine which

segments of the practice add to and subtract from

the bottom line. Knowing the rev/exp/profit on a per

encounter basis can illustrate the relative efficiency,

coding, and diagnostic trending of the practice as a

whole, or a segment of the practice. For example, a

practice may show increasing profits at the clinic

level, however when segmented, it is possible to see

that only one or two diagnoses (or referral sources)

are really “floating” the practice, and the rest of the

diagnoses cause an incremental loss. This is not

necessarily good or bad in absolute terms, but is

very useful information when managing the opera

tions and marketing efforts of a clinic.

Another area look at and manage perpatient rev

enue, expense, and profit. While overall revenues

and expenses can yield valuable information about

the profitability of an entire practice, the evaluation

of perpatient financial metrics can yield great under

standing about the efficiency by which their practice

operates. Furthermore, by segmenting patients by

diagnosis, referral source, payer, or other meaning

ful classifications, one can glean valuable informa

tion about the patient groups that have a positive

and negative impact on the practice’s bottom line.

This, of course allows practices to use profitable

patients as a means by which to subsidize the care

of those with a negative impact on the bottom line.

Finally, look at these metrics on a per hour basis –

look at the hours available for patient visits, and

divide the total revenue, expense, etc by the number

of hours available. Physicians sell their time, and

since pricing is pretty much controlled, the way to

raise profitability – other than working longer – is to

increase revenue (and profit) per hour.

All of these numbers are most useful when put in a

context. My main advice to you is always to look at

variations over time. You should want to see two

years worth of monthly data before getting comfort

able making a lot of significant decisions or changes.

Usually, the practice hasn’t been capturing data, so

you have to start recording data on a monthly basis

and build from there. Once you have the basic build

ing block of monthly data, you can look at changes

on a quarterly basis. Looking at a data on a quarter

ly basis smoothes out the month to month variations

that occur because of number of days worked (20,

21 or 22), weather, vacations and other factors that

impact the workload. Pretty soon, you can see pat

terns emerge and compare one year to the one past,

and then two years and so on.

Remember this: Data vs. information – One leads to

the next, but they are not the same thing.

 Reed TInsley, CPA

www.rtacpa.com

2020 Member Webinar Schedule

January 14, 2020

February 11, 2020

March 10, 2020

April 14, 2020

May 12, 2020

June 9, 2020

July 14, 2020

August 11, 2020

September 1, 2020

October 13, 2020

November 10, 2020

December 8, 2020

Webinars are held at noon Central time. 

Login with your Member User Name and

Password to access the webinar page 

and sign up. Previous webinars are 

available ondemand.
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Affiliate Member

Evan Brooks

Gore Brooks Wealth Management of

Raymond James

Birmingham

Richard Campbell

Veritas Medical Real Estate Advisors

Birmingham

Beth Green

Jackson Thornton Technologies

Montgomery

Lewis Holmes

ACCi  American Computer

Consultants, Inc. 

Birmingham

James Leitner

Simplified Medical Management

Tuscaloosa

Kristen Strickland

Iberia Bank

Madison

Dillon van der Wal

MediCopy Services

Nashville, TN
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P.O. Box  380124

Birmingham, AL  35238

Mutual is more than part of our name, it’s part of 

everything we do. We stay on top by focusing on our 

policyholders, developing bold innovations and smarter 

solutions to help you understand your risk, predict your 

outcomes and improve your odds better than any other 

insurer. We keep raising the standard in healthcare liability 

insurance – because when you always put policyholders 

first, there’s no limit to how high you can go.

Elevating the industry

magmutual.com/innovation    |    800-282-4882
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